The British Golf Greenkeeper

**NEW**

- **Ten-knife Cylinder of Super Strength Impact-Resistant Steel** stays razor-sharp — longer
- **Whisper-Quiet Long-Life Engine** starts first time — every time
- **Dual Control** operated from the handles give complete control
- **Powered Transport Wheels** with built-in differential speeds up site-to-site transport
- **Full Width Kick Stand** takes the mower's weight when transport wheels are being fitted
- **Full Width Outrigger Rolls** help stabilise machine on undulating greens
- **Single Point Height of Cut Adjustment** from 1/8" to 3/4" at only 1/64" at a time
- **Brush and Comb Set**, Ransomes designed, fitted behind front roller for controlled turf grooming
- **Outrigger Rolls** help stabilise machine on undulating greens supplied as extras

Large capacity greens mower

RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES LTD, IPSWICH.

For a cut above the average